The **Tecniospring programme** provides up to **100% financial support** for hiring experienced researchers to develop **applied research projects**, through 2-year employment contracts with Catalan companies, Catalan technology centers and **TECNIO entities**

Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions (COFUND) - H2020, EU

---

**Participate if you are:**

- A company located in Catalonia
- A **TECNIO** entity
- A Catalan Technology center

---

**An experienced researcher**

**EXPERIENCE:**
1. PhD + 2 years of experience in research, or
2. 6 years research experience

**MOBILITY:**
Mobility rule (< 12 months in the 3 years prior to the deadline)

---

**72 contracts**

**11 M€** (50% EU)

**3 calls in 5 years**

---

**ACCIO**

**Generalitat de Catalunya**

**Government of Catalonia**

---

www.tecniospring.com
tecniospring.accio@gencat.cat
93 484 9603 / 93 567 4930
**Financial Grant**

- **SALARY COSTS**
  - 58,500 €/year
  - 70% payment in advance
  - 1 payment period (end of the project)

- **RESEARCH COSTS**
  - 15,240 €

- **OA PUBLISHING COSTS**
  - 3,000 €

- **MOBILITY COSTS**
  - 1,920 €

**Upcoming Calls**

- **June 2020: Terms of the Calls**
  - **2020**
    - SEPTEMBER: Call Opens
    - NOVEMBER: Call closes
    - From MARCH: Projects Start

  - **2021**
    - APRIL: Call Opens
    - JUNE: Call closes
    - From OCTOBER: Projects Start

Each call:

- 3,291,840 €
- 24 contracts